Bonsall
Conservation Area Appraisal

7. Character Areas

ANALYSIS OF CHARACTER
Preamble
This section primarily considers the relationships
between the structures and the spaces, their historic
and current relationships and identifies the main
factors that characterise the area. For ease of
reference the Conservation Area has been divided
into 4 Character Areas:• Uppertown / Bankside
• The Dale
• Clatterway
• Yeoman Street / High Street/ Town Head
The omission of any particular building, feature, view or
space within this Appraisal should not be taken to imply
that it is of no merit or interest.

Hollies Farm and cottages opposite, Moor Lane.
Chestnut Farm and cottages on the northern side of
Moor Lane are orientated directly onto the lane,
whilst properties to the south are generally set at 90
degrees with their gables facing the Lane. The rural
character of the area is retained by a lack of formal
pedestrian footways and the relatively narrow width
of the lane, which widens towards the junction with
Uppertown Lane.

Uppertown / Bankside
Due to its location and outlook this elevated hamlet
of the village has a distinctly separate and more
rural character than the busier hub of the village
around the Cross. There is an exposed, open aspect
to the area, which is in opposition to the enclosed
character of development that lines the lower
reaches of the valleys. Rather than the linear
development that characterises much of Bonsall,
this part of the Conservation Area has evolved
around a cross-road and the cottages are relatively
clustered together, and yet embrace the linearity of
the lanes.
In general, the historic properties throughout
Uppertown are small cottages of two stories, usually
their pattern of development being short rows
/terraces. Exceptions to this are the larger
farmhouses. Properties have been built to face onto
the lane, or they are set at right angles, so that their
gables face onto the lane, the latter being indicative
of their earlier origins. Most of the historic buildings
in Uppertown are limestone or have a rendered
finish and incorporate Staffordshire blue clay tile
roofs and chimneys. Some of the smaller
outbuildings are constructed in brick. Unfortunately
many of the cottages have lost their original
windows and have had modern replacements not
always in keeping with the original pattern or
material. However, it is these traditional buildings,
which meld so well with the landscape from which
they were formed, that give the area its special
character.

Moor Lane.

In terms of land-use the area is predominantly
residential although at the junction of Abel Lane
and Moor Lane is Hollies Farm and Chestnut Farm,
the former having diversified into alternative
commercial uses (farm shop and plant nursery).
Substantial lime-stone retaining walls along Moor Lane.
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The Lane is also is characterized by random rubble
limestone walls of varying heights along either side.
These walls, especially towards the junction with
Uppertown Lane, are particularly substantial
retaining walls, as the land adjacent to Chestnut
Farm is at a much higher level than Moor Lane.
These walls create a strong sense of enclosure
Mature trees and landscaping enhance the area.

relatively secluded and private character. The
agricultural building on the corner provides a robust
physical and visual structure onto Uppertown Lane.
The numerous random rubble limestone walls are a
strong characteristic feature throughout Bonsall.

From Moor Lane there are number of spaces
between buildings on the south of the Lane which
allow long-range glimpses through and beyond to
the wider landscape. There are a number of smaller
agricultural buildings, which now serve as ancillary
buildings to the cottages.

Junction of Moor Lane.

Glimpses through buildings, southerly from Moor Lane.
At the junction of Moor Lane, lies one of the many
wells to be found throughout Bonsall. Whilst wells
are a feature of many of the limestone villages,
Bonsall is unusual in that there are 13 wells to be
found in the area. They form unique features of
historic interest within the landscape. Coupled with
this a further distinctive element of this part of the
Conservation Area is the post box set into the wall.
Features such as these provide a distinctive ‘sense
of place’ within the village and their retention is
desirable.

Agricultural building - Bell Lane and Uppertown Lane.

At the junction, beyond the limestone walls is
agricultural land adjacent to Chestnut Farm. The
land, which lies at a higher level than the road,
provides an extending ‘finger’ of green space which
forms an interface between both the natural and
built environment and helps to further define the
rural character of this part of the Conservation
Area. This land lies at the core of Uppertown and
contributes positively to the rural character of this
part of the Conservation Area.

Bell Lane - Chestnut Farm and open land beyond.
On Uppertown Lane, properties are generally
orientated to face onto the road and are a mixture
of limestone and render. Many still retain their
stacks, although the majority of pots are missing.
Chimneys (pots and stacks) help to provide visual
interest when viewed against the skyline, an
important feature of Uppertown in its elevated
position.

Just offset from the junction lies Bell Lane, a
narrow and enclosed lane, which leads onto a public
footpath. Again the building lines are set directly
onto the lane itself, some buildings face directly
onto it and others display their gables. It has a
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with roughly hewn copings and have a strong
presence within the street-scene.

Properties along Uppertown Lane.
The area is host to several wells, many formal and
some of a more informal character. In addition to
the one on Moor Lane, Uppertown Lane and
Bankside both have surviving examples.

Limestone walls along Bankside
There have been a number of modern (late 20th
century) properties constructed on infill sites along
the linear stretches of the lanes, although much of
this later development lies beyond the Conservation
Area boundary and was likely to have been in place
prior to the extension of the Conservation Area in
1991. Much of this new build is detached and of a
larger scale than the traditional building pattern.
Newer development has also been constructed in
reconstituted stone, often without traditional
features being incorporated such as chimney-stacks
and not always recreating the correct proportions or
ratios that characterize historic architecture. This is
not in keeping with either traditional patterns of
development or the use of natural local materials.
Main characteristics of Uppertown/Bankside
• An elevated hamlet, mainly residential.
• Properties are generally small two-storey
cottages, planned in rows/terraces.
• Larger detached properties are farmhouses
or late 20th century development.
• The predominant building material is
limestone with some examples of render.
• The predominant roof material is
Staffordshire blue clay tiles and chimneystacks are generally retained.
• There is an open aspect / rural character to
the area
• There is little ‘backland’ development.
• Substantial limestone walls characterize the
area.
• There are a number of distinctive features
e.g. wells, post boxes etc.
• Numerous footpaths, stiles.
• Presence of water, denoted by the
remaining wells.
• Loss of traditional architectural elements,
especially windows.

Formal well head - Uppertown Lane.

Informal well – Bankside
Bankside, a relatively narrow lane with no
pedestrian footways, descends steeply down to The
Dale. Buildings are located on either side of
Bankside but the limestone walls which enclose
parts of it, are particularly characteristic of the rural
nature of the area. The walls are random rubble
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Water is a characteristic feature throughout Bonsall,
identified by springs, wells and the Bonsall Brook
itself and has of course been utilized and managed
in various industries associated with the village over
the centuries. Throughout the village the brook has
been culverted but in places it forms an important
landscape characteristic. The sound, movement and
vegetative growth associated with the brook and its
rivulets, adds to the special character and
appearance of the Conservation Area

The Dale
From Uppertown, Bankside descends steeply
towards The Dale, along a ‘hair-pin’ bend, and
views become more enclosed and restricted to land
and buildings within the Conservation Area itself.

Approaching The Dale from Bankside.
The area opens out into a wider space. One of the
first buildings to be seen on approaching The Dale
is the simple form of the Wesleyan Chapel (1893)
and adjacent cottages.

Non-culverted section of the brook at Horsedale
From the narrow confines of Slaley Lane (beyond
the southern boundary of the Conservation Area)
the rural character of the area and its landscape
setting is evident.

Western end of The Dale.
From this point, properties can be seen stepping
down the hillside in tiers from Uppertown
respecting the topography and enclosing northerly
views.

View from Slaley Lane.
Generally development along The Dale is laid out in
a linear alignment to the road as the topography of
the surrounding hillside has made ‘backland’
development difficult to achieve. There are no
footways and the road itself is generally narrow and
enclosed by limestone walls of a random rubble

Northerly view towards Uppertown.
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construction. In general these walls form
boundaries to residential properties lining the road
and sometimes the boundaries are enclosures to
open undeveloped land beyond. The majority of
buildings along The Dale are large detached
properties, set within generous plot sizes. Most are
two-storey, some having been substantially
extended to create a ‘L ‘or ‘T’ shape.

Walls are characteristic features of the Conservation Area
There are a series of spatial axes along The Dale. To
the west is Horsedale with the grouping of buildings
enclosing the open space at the junction. Similarly
there is a spatial axis at the Barley Mow PH where
Puddle Hill and its collection of tightly knit cottages
rises up from the valley side to the south. In direct
contrast to the linear layout and spacious plots on
The Dale, Puddle Hill displays a huddle of closeknit buildings, inextricably linked. The Barley Mow
and the adjacent properties are situated along the
base of the valley with tiered gardens to the rear,
containing an array of outbuildings set against a
backdrop of mature trees and vegetation.

Properties along The Dale are generally large set within
spacious plots
Many of the properties display their gable ends onto
The Dale itself. Despite the properties being quite
large, the area retains its rural character and the
sense of containment is achieved through a
combination of the surrounding topography,
landscape features, and the juxtaposition of some of
the buildings. Longrow House for example, creates
a visual ‘pinch-point’ by enclosing the view along
The Dale, which emphasises the sense of
containment along the base of the valley.

Barley Mow

Gables onto The Dale accentuate the sense of enclosure.
As in most parts of the Conservation Area, walls
constructed in random rubble limestone line the
roads, tracks and pathways and the sound of
running water and the associated wells are evident
alongside.

K6 telephone box and post box remain as distinctive features
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It is at Puddle Hill that remaining evidence of
historic surfacing can be seen, in the form of stone
steps and setted tracks. From Puddle Hill views
extend out into the Conservation Area and beyond
it to the south.

As in other parts of the Conservation Area, there
are a number of public footpaths which allow
access through the area, to Arter Hill, sited
prominently above the Dale, and to south of the
area. Features of the area also include stone
‘squeeze’ stiles.

Public footpaths allow enjoyment of the surrounding area.

Historic surfacing

Main Characteristics of The Dale
• Properties are a mixture of cottages and
detached properties in generous plot sizes
• The predominant building material is
limestone with limited use of render.
• The predominant roof material is
Staffordshire blue clay tiles.
• Outbuildings and pigeon lofts are evident
in the landscape.
• Rear gardens are often tiered to follow the
contours of the hillside.
• The character is agricultural / rural
• There is little ‘backland’ development.
• There are a number of substantial
limestone walls.
• Distinctive features include wells & post
boxes.
• There are numerous footpaths and stiles.
• There is a distinct presence of water via
sound, movement, colour and vegetation.
• The Dale is a enclosed roadway with visual
‘pinch-points’.
• Spatial axes exist at Horsedale/Bankside,
the Barley Mow/Puddle Hill & The Dale/
Clatterway.
• Some historic surfacing at Puddle Hill
• Land to the eastern end of The Dale acts as
a green buffer between developed areas.
• There has been a loss of traditional
architectural elements.
• Non-traditional development is evident just
beyond the Conservation Area boundary.

The remaining length of The Dale is relatively
undeveloped. There are four large modern detached
properties sited just beyond the Conservation Area
boundary. These are laid out in the form of a
modern close and are constructed in artificial
materials. Beyond this, to the east, the land remains
undeveloped, most likely due to its steep
topography and the extent of springs which traverse
the lower areas. It forms an important area of open
space and a green buffer between development on
the Dale and the linear development along Yeoman
Street and Clatterway.

Undeveloped land along The Dale
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Properties at the northern end of Clatterway are a
mixture of inter-war and late 20th century property,
such as on Study Drive located above the road in a
prominent position, and earlier development such
as the Old School House and Village Hall at the
junction. Remnants of The Study, now demolished,
remain in evidence in the form of gate piers. There
are also stone details set at the base of the wall,
most likely associated with the provision of wells
and water management in the area.

Clatterway
The majority of Clatterway is enclosed by limestone
walls of a random rubble construction. Beyond
these walls and the properties to the east and the
west, is extensive tree cover and vegetation, which
accentuates the enclosed character of this part of
the conservation area. Open land and fields beyond
are not easily visible from this part of the gorge.

View along Clatterway.
The Village School and Fountain.

The majority of land at the north-eastern section is
undeveloped with land being used as playing fields
and a lorry park, the latter being relatively wellscreened from the road by vegetation. Land at the
junction with Yeoman Street and The Dale is
spacious, relatively wide and level when compared
with other parts of the village. From the Fountain,
which forms a strong visual focal point, open land
provides a spacious setting to the tree-lined
backdrop which visually shields the Church of St.
James. The Fountain can be seen mirroring the
church spire beyond.

Gate pier to The Study (now demolished)

Stone detail, possibly associated with water management.

The Fountain
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At the most southerly part of the Conservation
Area, there is a relatively compact group of cottages
at the junction of Black Tor Road. The modern 20th
century properties, which are aligned to the north of
Black Tor Road, are sited beyond the Conservation
Area boundary and their formal layout and
orientation is at odds with the more random layout
of the 19th cottages.
To the south of Clatterway and beyond the
Conservation Area boundary are cottages and
houses nestling into the base and side of the valley
adjacent to the Bonsall Brook. As in most parts of
the Conservation Area, the Brook and its tributaries
are evident.

Well at Nether Gree.
The buildings are a mixture of two and three storey
in height and are predominantly render and rubble
limestone. Some display frontages directly onto the
road, whilst others are aligned at right angles and
the combination makes for an interesting
juxtaposition of shapes and forms. Detailed
characteristics such as chimneys, topped with pots
are evident and form an interesting detail against the
skyline.

Water is evident in most parts of the Conservation Area.
Opposite Study Lodge, cottages and houses at
Nether Green are situated in an interesting enclave.
In this location there is a further well and a pleasant
green space in which to sit and contemplate.

Chimneys and their pots provide visual interest.
A lush expanse of tree cover as well as specimen
examples, provide a colourful focal point and a
luxurious setting to the Conservation Area.

Open space at Nether Green.

Individual trees provide a focal point.
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From this part of the Conservation Area a number
of paths lead the pedestrian into wooded areas to
the east up and along the valley side. The entire area
has a distinctly rural character.

Main Characteristics of Clatterway
• Properties are a mixture of cottages and
detached properties, the latter set within
generous plot sizes.
• The predominant building material is
limestone.
• The predominant roof materials are
Staffordshire blue clay tiles and slate.
• Some buildings are rendered.
• Rear gardens are often tiered to follow the
contour of the hillside.
• Extensive tree cover and vegetation
provides a dramatic backdrop.
• There is little ‘backland’ development.
• Substantial limestone walls form a strong
visual enclosure to the street-scene and
channel views..
• Distinctive features are evident such as
wells and stone gate piers
• Attractive open space at Nether Green.
• There are numerous footpaths, stiles, and
tracks.
• The presence of water provides sound
movement, colour, and vegetation.
• There is a significant spacious area at the
Fountain where the valley base widens.
• The Fountain and Study Lodge create
impressive landmarks.
• There has been a loss of traditional
architectural elements.

Walls and tracks zigzag across the valley side.
This area has a number of interesting details in the
form of narrow tracks and paths, walls, squeeze
stiles, and enclosed secretive spaces.
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Yeoman Street/High Street/ Town Head

cottages have been constructed, into the available
space.

Yeoman Street
From Clatterway, the spacious character disappears,
as buildings on Yeoman Street line both sides of the
road and ‘tunnel’ the view. The majority of
residential properties are situated on the western
side the street, and in most cases face the road,
rather than being set at right angles. This provides a
consistency and a sense of building definition along
the street frontage. Plot sizes are small and the
‘tightly-knit’ properties cluster together, hugging the
base of the gorge. There are few garden frontages
and no footways, so the sense of enclosure is
heightened. Details such as the retention of
chimney-stacks and pots and the repetition of
window patterns facing onto the street, provides
visual rhythm and in respect of the chimneys, a
defining skyline view. The lack of footways also
creates a distinct sense of a rural village, as opposed
to a more urban environment.

The sheer cliff face evident between buildings
A characteristic which is evident throughout the
Conservation Area is the use of limestone retaining
walls, which on the eastern side of Yeoman Street,
act as a visual plinth to the Church and churchyard,
which rises up and dominates the cottages below.
These walls and the Church beyond them, enhance
the sense of enclosure.

Yeoman Street.
Buildings throughout the Conservation Area are
generally limestone, with gritstone dressings.
Yeoman Street displays stone, render and brick and
this variety of natural materials, in terms of texture
and colour, adds a diversity and interest to the
street-scene. A variety of building types indicating
former uses also add interest, for example the
former coach house and the two Chapels on
Yeoman Street. The former Baptist Chapel depicts a
simple building style, set back from the street. With
its associated frontage plot, limestone retaining wall
and gate-piers, it makes a unique statement within
the domestic street-scene The cottages and houses
are generally two-storey, but the introduction of
three-storey property, e.g.No.45 Yeoman Street,
provides visual interest in the street-scene in respect
of its contrasting height and its early 20th century
details.

Walls act as a visual ‘plinth’ to the Church.
The Cross
At the head of Yeoman Street is the area known as
‘The Cross’, which is located at the heart of the
village. The Cross itself is a key focal structure, set
within a triangular layout, surrounded by a number
of historic buildings. Historically this was likely to
have been a meeting point for travellers and the
area displays a welcoming character, virtually
protected on all sides by impressive limestone
buildings. More formal vernacular architecture is
displayed in the three-storey Kings Head, and
Queens Head to the south of the Cross. Opposite, a
row of polite late 19th cottages line the northern side
and beyond the Cross to the east, No.1 Church
Street displays evidence of its Victorian shop
frontage.

Notable spaces between buildings on the eastern
side of the street, allow for views of the cliff-face to
the gorge and it is evident how tightly packed the
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An array of visual interest.
Impressive buildings line the area around The Cross.
Church Street
To the south of The Cross lies Church Street, which
forms part of the eastern boundary of the
Conservation Area. There are a number of
vernacular cottages lining Church Street and the eye
is drawn to the spire of the Church beyond.

The only open area which is at odds with the rest of
this enclosed character is the small car park adjacent
to No.75 Yeoman Street, where historically cottages
would have created an almost continuous framing
to the space. This occurs to a lesser extent on the
north-west of the area where the stone carving of
the ‘Owd Man of Bonsall’ is currently located.

View from above Church Street.

Open space where historically cottages completed the enclosure.

Some of the more formal public buildings lie along
Church Street in the form of the Church of St
James, Bonsall C.of.E. School and The Rectory.
The Church and its surrounding churchyard
provides a quiet contemplative space, with elevated
and wide ranging views across to Study Drive and
beyond the myriad juxtaposed rooftops and gardens
of the houses on Yeoman Street.

The formal buildings, well, memorial and spaces
which ensue all contribute to the significance of the
space, most buildings facing the Cross itself. There
is variety within the street-scene arising from a
combination of building heights, form, and details.
Previous uses are evident too, such as the former
shop premises and the framework-knitters
workshop.
In a prominent position at the base of the track-way
to the east, lies one of the Bonsall Framework
Knitters Workshops, a historic reminder of early
employment uses within the village. Structures
within this area, such as the War Memorial, the
lantern, the associated railings and the more recent
sculpture of the ‘Owd Man of Bonsall’, all
contribute to the character and interest of this
space. There is a distinct feeling that this has been,
and still is, an important community space.

Views to the rear of properties on Yeoman Street
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The larger buildings along Church Street (those
within the Conservation Area), are in generous plot
sizes and have an architectural presence within the
street-scene. To the north of Church Street, beyond
the boundary of the Conservation Area, larger
modern properties have been constructed around
Glebe Close and ‘backland’ development has
occurred This type of layout is not characteristic of
the ‘grain’ of development found throughout
Bonsall village and as such is detrimental to the
setting of the Conservation Area.

enhancing the sense of enclosure, with some visual
breaks between buildings being evident.
Further along High Street, the character changes
considerably and whilst properties still line the
street, there are more spacious layouts, plot sizes
increase and properties to the west of the street are
raised up higher than street level. The mid 20th
century local authority housing to the eastern side
of the road displays, not only a different
architectural character, but also a different layout
and detail, incorporating footways to the frontages.
These properties are all grouped as pairs of semidetached houses, set back from the road with
regular sized garden frontages.

The cottages which line the southern extent of
Ember Lane, frame the vista from Ember Lane to
its alignment with the Church.

Twentieth century local authority housing.
The properties are plain and simple, demonstrating
the provision of mid 20th century utilitarian housing
for working people. The houses incorporate central
chimney-stacks which as a traditional feature,
provide skyline interest. Properties were designed to
have stone garden boundary walls and gates, the
former helping to define the extent of development
and which are characteristic around the village.
Unfortunately, as in other parts of Bonsall, these
walls are being lost to the creation of off-road or
additional car parking areas.

View of St James from Ember Lane.
The remainder of Ember Lane rises steeply and is
undeveloped, with agricultural land contrasting with
the built area. As a single-track lane, edged by
limestone retaining walls, hedgerows and
overhanging trees, it displays a typically rural
character.
High Street
North of The Cross is High Street. At the southern
end of this street the properties which line either
side of the street display evidence of their earlier
agricultural origins, many of the rectangular stone
buildings having their gables set at right angles to
the road. These earlier buildings have associated
yard areas and due to their orientation allow views
between, to the steeper topography beyond. As
buildings with agricultural connections, they are
plain, and simple in form with little architectural
pretension. However, some display decorative
shaped finials, which add visual interest against the
skyline. In general the older properties, which form
the historic core of the area, are tightly grouped
together at the southern end of High Street and
have evolved organically. The road width is narrow,

The vistas to both ends of High Street are enclosed
by impressive buildings. To the south The Queens
Head and Kings Head contain the view and to the
north the view is punctuated by Sycamore House
with its associated limestone retaining walls and
well. In this area parts of the brook are again
evident (some culverted) and the sound and
movement of water along with its associated
vegetation provides a tranquil character, one which
is interwoven throughout the Conservation Area.
Town Head/Pounder Lane
Properties around Town Head and Pounder Lane
are a collection of both older cottages on small
plots and larger detached property set within
spacious plots. Some of the 20th century
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development has unfortunately been constructed in
Davy block, although the more recent modern
development encompasses correct materials and
design. Cottages at on Pounder Lane contain the
view when approaching from Sycamore House.
Main Characteristics of Yeoman Street/High
Street/ Town Head
• The properties are a mixture of two and
three stories.
• The older historic property tends to be
‘clustered’ around The Cross.
• Larger plot sizes are evident to the north of
High Street.
• There is a mixture of materials – mainly
limestone but with render and brick
interspersed.
• The predominant roof materials are
Staffordshire blue clay tiles and slate.
• Built development contrasts with open
agricultural land beyond.
• Development is linear along arterial routes
and there is little ‘backland’ development.
• There is a strong sense of enclosure
particularly to Yeoman Street, the southern
end of High Street and Ember Lane.
• There are a number of landmark buildings
and buildings enclosing vistas
• A variety of building types and uses are
evident.
• There is a variety of building styles and
historical periods
• Generally agricultural buildings retain their
agricultural character even where domestic
conversions have been undertaken.
• Limestone walls – retaining walls and
garden boundary walls are an intrinsic
element.
• The absence of pedestrian footways, road
markings and excessive street lighting has
helped to retain the rural character.
• Structures around The Cross positively
contribute to the character of the space
• There is a presence of water, both visual
and audible.
• There is a limited amount of historic
surfacing remaining.
• Local authority housing represents simple
traditional building patterns of the mid
20th century
• There has been a loss of traditional
architectural elements, especially windows
and doors.
• Non-traditional development is situated
just beyond the Conservation Area
boundary.
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